CCTV Installation, Monitoring & Response

Gardwell Secure Systems

Together we’re stronger

“86% of businesses feel that video surveillance is effective in
preventing crime”
Statistics provided by British Chambers of Commerce.
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At Gardwell Secure Systems, we believe that CCTV is an effective tool in combating criminal activity and protecting your business.
The mere placement of CCTV cameras acts as a deterrent as they are usually monitored 24/7 therefore easily detecting criminals.
Through our control centres, we are able to offer this remote monitoring service to protect your premises when you aren’t there.
CCTV also acts as a provision of evidence to successfully prosecute criminals for any theft or damage to property.
As an excellent crime deterrent, it is extremely cost-effective to have CCTV protecting your business than to have your premises
targeted by criminals or constantly manned by security officers and is why our detector activated and remotely monitored CCTV
solution is extremely popular. The system ensures your premises are constantly protected regardless of the date, time or weather.
It should not be seen as a complete replacement for all security needs, it is an excellent tool for detecting external threats of crime
before they take place with multiple options for how threats are treated.

We pride ourselves on delivering to you systems which are
•
•
•
•
•

User friendly recordable camera systems
Remote, internet based, accessible by management
Voice activated systems to deter your unwanted intruders
Monitored systems allowing essential police response
Provide you with management information covering areas such as
Health & Safety, Staff Safety (Lone Worker), Sales and Marketing

CCTV will give you the knowledge that your premises is under constant surveillance.

Installation

During the design & installation phases, our team will work with you to determine the optimum locations of the cameras, the types
of camera, statics or domes, day/night or infrared. They will also discuss with you: •
the requirement for sufficient lighting for night time activation
•
key positioning of the detectors, discussing any obstruction and
•
ensure that you are fully briefed on how to utilise the system
After installation, your system will be placed on a ‘bed-in’ period for one week. This is to ensure that the CCTV is working efficiently;
cameras cover your whole site and ensure lighting is efficient.

Alarm Activation

In the event of one of your detectors being activated, our operator will acknowledge
the alarm and the system will produce a four picture split screen. Three screens
display stills and one screen displays a video of them together so the operator can
decipher what triggered the alarm and then take the necessary course of action.
This could either be issuing an audio warning, sending out a patrol vehicle or in the
event of a serious threat co-ordinating police response and other emergency services. If
a malicious incident occurs a full report will be issued to support any court proceedings
you may wish to pursue which can be supported by our Investigations Division.

Maintenance

Once installed we recommend that you have your systems serviced and cleaned
twice annually so as to clean any detectors and lenses, check detectors are detecting
correctly and that the cameras are responding and ensure that components are
watertight and still in a sound working order.
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Gardwell Secure Systems, a trading name of GSL Dardan Ltd
Head Office Endeavour House, Admiralty Road, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, NR30 3NG
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+44 (0)1493 742020
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info@gardwellsecuresystems.co.uk
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www.gardwellsecuresystems.co.uk

